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Abstract 
The purpose of this article is to describe the way of developing and assessing the meeting skills in the teaching of Business 
English at the Faculty of Informatics and Management in Hradec Kralove, Czech Republic. This form of communication 
supports and reveals not only students´ language abilities but also contributes to interdisciplinary relations because students can 
apply their theoretical knowledge of the core subjects (management or economics) and develop their skill of team work. The 
article firstly gives brief characteristics of Business English; secondly, it depicts the methods of assessments at the faculty as far 
as the teaching of English is concerned; and thirdly, it explains how the meeting skills are taught and assessed. 
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1. Introduction 
 
The Faculty of Informatics and Management of the University of Hradec Kralove educates professionals to meet 
the needs of the East Bohemian region in businesses, banks, government and private institutions. Owing to this 
specialization of the faculty in the area of information technologies and management, the teaching of English 
specifically focuses on the teaching of English for Specific Purposes (ESP) whose one of the branches is also 
Business English. Business English is usually taught as a part of two-year compulsory English courses intended for 
students of computer science and financial management or it is taught as an one-year optional subject which is 
specifically aimed at Travel and Tourism Management students at the faculty whose level of English is already very 
high in comparison with other students (i.e. students of computer science or financial management). On average, it 
corresponds to B2 level of the Common European Reference Framework for languages, i.e. TOEIC score 541-700 
or IELTS score 5-6. Nevertheless, other students, either pre-experienced or experienced, with a corresponding level 
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of English but with a lack of basic Business English can attend this course as well. Generally, the students, who 
choose this course, are highly motivated and they expect to achieve their goals and succeed in the shortest time. The 
teaching should then meet the following requirements: 
1. Learners have a specific purpose in learning English… 
2. …and this means that a restricted syllabus is necessary. 
3. A needs analysis will probably be important to establish course objectives. 
4. Teaching should focus on communication skills and cross-cultural awareness. 
5. Learners will need to develop skills for some or all of the following areas: 
x Meetings and discussions 
x Informal talks, explaining and describing 
x Presentations 
x Negotiations, using diplomatic/ tentative language 
x Telephoning 
x Socialising 
x Interviewing 
x Writing C.V./ résumé 
x Business correspondence 
x Business reports 
6. The emphasis will be on communicative effectiveness rather than language knowledge. 
7. Time is normally very limited. 
8. Nowadays, plenty of published materials are available, but these tend to be general rather than specific. 
9. There are Business English exams which can be taken. 
10. Teachers, or trainers, should have some background knowledge about business and the business world. 
11. Jargon and special vocabulary items may be important.  
Therefore teachers have to look all the time for the most effective methods of teaching and assessing to meet 
students’ needs with regard to their field of study. 
 
2. Methods of the Course Assessments 
 
The methods of assessments differ in winter and summer terms. In winter term teaching and assessing 
concentrate on the core books and supplementary materials. Students are assessed on a regular basis. There are three 
continuous assessments (each worth 20 points) and all four language skills are tested. The minimum score for 
receiving a credit is 50%. If a student fails, s/ he may resit for it once more. If s/he fails again, s/he does not obtain 
the credit and may at the teacher’s discretion continue into the summer term.  
In the summer term the teaching is focused on using a core textbook and practicing one of the basic business 
skills which is going to be a part and parcel of the end-semester exam. There is no continuous assessment except for 
the final test. The minimum score for receiving the credit is again 50%. Students have two attempts to acquire it. At 
the end of each year, students have to sit for the end-semester exam. It represents a culmination of the student’s and 
teacher’s year’s effort. 
Within the compulsory English courses, students in the first year give a short presentation (8-10 minutes) and 
submit a written summary of her/ his presentation, which is based on her/his choice. In the second year students do 
the same but they have to make a professional presentation, which means the topic of their presentation must be 
connected with their field of study.   
Therefore in the optional course on Business English, the assessment is slightly different and focuses on another 
skill, which students will be undoubtedly using in their future professions as it is resulted from a survey carried out 
among 100 experienced students coming from the different branches of industry, the most common form used with 
the experienced students in their jobs appeared to be meeting skills. As they put it: meetings are usually held on a 
daily basis in their companies. Are you free for a meeting this afternoon? These are the words one probably does not 
want to hear first thing in the morning. Yet meetings are an essential part of making sure that companies remain 
effective. Ideas, strategies, financial data ... have to be communicated if a company is to stay ahead of competition.  
Thus, at the end of the summer semester, students are asked to prepare and hold a business meeting and write an 
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agenda for it, usually in groups of 4 – 6 as a form of their end-semester exam.  
 
3. Meetings – their Assessment and Training 
  
Meetings are one of the best assessment methods as far as the final achievement test is concerned because the aim 
in such tests is to make students use the language that they have learned during the course receptively and 
productively (Frydrychova Klimova, 2002). Furthermore, they have to work in a team and to succeed in passing the 
exam, the team members must interact well. For many students this is the first time they have to work professionally 
in the team and moreover, in English. Besides they can use and apply knowledge of their core subjects, such as 
management or economics.  
The final assessment consists of two parts: written agenda and an oral meeting performance. The agenda is worth 
40%, the oral meeting performance 60%. The agenda has to be submitted one week before the end of the term. The 
oral meeting performance must last 20 - 25 min and is evaluated for fluency and speed, clarity of pronunciation, 
accuracy, range and appropriacy, cohesion and complexity and overall interaction. Grading scale ranges from 1 to 5 
(1 - unacceptable, 2 - poor, 3 - average, 4 - good, 5 - excellent). To pass the exam students must demonstrate a 
sufficient level, which is 50%. See also Fig. 1 below for the picture. 
 
 
Fig. 1. Assessing meeting skills at the Faculty of Informatics and Management 
 
The main training of the meeting skills is done in the summer term. Students are given a theoretical input on 
meetings (e.g. when to hold a meeting, how long the meeting should be, why to hold it, what the constraints of the 
meeting are, what an agenda is and what it should include, what the job of each member of the meeting is ...). A lot 
of this theory is based on the interaction between a teacher and students. Students are then taught the language of 
meetings, typical collocations, and they are shown how to handle and solve problems through different kinds of 
problem-solving/ task-based learning activities. They are also exposed to listening to various tapes, watching videos 
on meetings and role-plays. The most difficult issue for students is the use of the appropriate language, i.e. what to 
say and how to say it.  How much tentative should we be? Finally, they run a mock meeting. 
The textbooks and materials used for training meetings are stated in the list of literature are as follows: 
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Business Spotlight. (2001). Planegg/ Munchen, 4, 71-77. 
Comfort, J. (1996). Effective Meetings. OUP. 
Cotton, D. & Robbins, S. (1997). Business Class. Longman, 113-120 
Emmerson, P. (1999). Business Builder Teacher Resource Series. Module 4, Macmillan and Heinemann ELT. 
Frydrychova Klimova, B. (2009). Business English Basics. Hradec Kralove: Gaudeamus. 
Hollet, V. (2001). Quick Work Intermediate. OUP. 
Mackenzie, J. (1997). Management and Marketing. LTP, 14. 
 
The important part of the exam is the feedback which is immediate and students can discuss their feelings and 
give comments on the performance of each group as they are all present during the final exam. Then a teacher 
evaluates their performance and can point out at some of their mistakes at the video recording. 
Here are a few tips of activities developing the meeting skills: 
Vocabulary exercises: 
1) Brainstorm as many verbs as possible which can be connected with a meeting. Example: to run meeting, to chair 
a meeting, to open a meeting . . . 
2) What qualities should a chairman possess? 
3) Complete the sentence with an appropriate word. Example: We have to  . . . the agenda well ahead. 
4) Form nouns from the given verbs. Example: propose - proposal. 
Language exercises: 
1) Rephrase the sentence first in neutral and then in tentative language. Example: I don´t agree with you at all. 
Neutral: I don’t really think so. Tentative: Do you really think so? 
2) Write down the phrases used to do the following: check that the agenda is complete, ask for clarification, close 
the meeting . . .  
3) Language practice exercise, Business Class, p.116. 
Role - play: 
In groups of 5 - 6 think of the product you would like to launch in the near future. Draft an agenda of the meeting at 
which you are going to discuss threats and weaknesses of it. Decide on the role of each person: there should be a 
chairman, product manager, production manager, marketing manager, and financial manager. Also someone should 
be taking minutes. Act it out. As a follow-up exercise ask students to write a report on the meeting. 
 
4. Conclusion 
 
In the present global society, the ability to use English to attend and chair international meetings is becoming a 
core competence at all levels of an organisation. In addition, more and more meetings are held virtually in order to 
cut company costs. Therefore, the ability to use English for meetings effectively and successfully (Kenneth, 2007) is 
an essential skill for any experienced and pre-experienced learners of English. 
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